
See more ideas about sign language for kids, sign language, language. Introduce your child to the American Sign Language alphabet with these worksheets and give her practice with decoding phrases and quotes. Sign Language For Kids Sign Language Phrases Learn Sign Language. British Sign Language. Diaper Changing Song with Sign Language. We learned this song by watching the following video. They state, “This song, “Please Change Me!” is an original My Smart Hands baby sign language song design. Sign Language For Kids American Sign Language. Here is a fully illustrated activities manual for teaching children sign language. Come Sign With Us features more than 300 line drawings of adults and children signing familiar words, phrases, and sentences using American Sign Language (ASL) signs in English word order. Each of the twenty lively lessons introduces ten selected target vocabulary words in a format familiar and exciting to children. Used in conjunction with reading and grammar studies, sign language can improve vocabulary retention and reading comprehension. Even though the book is designed for children, if you think about it, when adults are learning a new language aren’t we at a kindergarten reading level? I’m excited, this is an awesome book! 

*Class Activities; *English (Second Language); *Figurative Language; *Folk Culture; *Games; *Idioms; Instructional Materials; Language Skills; Poetry; Puzzles; Second Language Instruction; Short Stories; Skill Development Jokes; Limericks; Riddles. ABSTRACT The guide provides teachers of English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) with classroom instructional activities that reinforce vocabulary or teach specific language skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing) while demonstrating that communicating in English can be fun. The activities are brief and self-contained, and an audiotape ca